Highlights

Today's report is a summary of only new items posted since our last situation report.

As of 30 April, the Nepal government reports that 540 people have been rescued by the Joint Army Airlift comprised of the Nepal Army and Indian Air Force. They have also delivered 22,050 food and non-food relief items (source). According to UNOCHA, a total of 365 medical personnel working for 33 foreign medical teams are currently in Nepal (source). The Government also reports that 130,033 houses were destroyed and 85,856 houses partially damaged (source).

Today's report focuses on three special updates:

1. **Medical:** we have included new in depth information on hospitals, medical needs, medical teams, medicines, medical supplies for hospital and trauma as well as needs for volunteers at medical locations.

2. **Communications:** Organizations responding with power and communications teams and equipment.

3. **3W Report Addendum:** We are including as a separate download, the Who What Where report published by the Standby Task Force. This report is a list of over 280 aid agencies responding with aid. Download the report here (PDF) [SBTF 3WReport Apr30, 2015 Aid Agencies Responding](http://humanityroad.org/apr25nepalquake/).


**Twitter handles**
- @Humanityroad
- @Disasteranimals
- @jAidDog

**Facebook pages**
- Humanity Road
- Animals in Disaster

**Contact:** support@humanityroad.org

---

**About Humanity Road:** Founded in 2010 as a 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation, Humanity Road is a leader in the field of online disaster response. Through skilled and self-directed work teams, Humanity Road and its network of global volunteers aim to provide the public and disaster responders worldwide with timely and accurate aid information. Providing such information helps individuals survive, sustain, and reunite with loved ones. For more information, please visit [www.humanityroad.org](http://www.humanityroad.org).
AID COORDINATION:

- UNOCHA Report #7, 30 April (source)
- UNOCHA Report #6, 29 April (source)
- The government of Nepal has created an Earthquake Relief Portal that includes lists of casualties, bank details for relief fund, helplines, information on rescue and relief operations, and national and international initiatives: http://nitc.gov.np/eq/.
  - Form for requesting backup power generation for relief work (source)
  - Needs matching site from Kaha - enter what you need or what you can supply. http://kaha.co/#/app/section/food
  - List of CDOs (names and phone numbers) for relief purposes. (source)
  - List of relief camps and contact names and phone numbers (source)
  - Police and ambulance phone numbers from government. (source)
  - Police office numbers in affected areas, from government. (source)
- The Federation of Nepalese Chambers of Commerce (FNCCI) has established the Operation Relief Nepal portal listing how to volunteer, medical personnel needs and who to contact, and guidelines for sending donations to Nepal. (source) It also includes a map of relief supplies dispatched. (source)
- Bottlenecks of volunteers at the Kathmandu Airport have caused organizational headaches. “The vast majority of organizations have not registered beforehand through the ministry’s process and they are arriving with a lot of staff and large amounts of supplies. When they hit the airport, the import of goods that were unsolicited has actually caused a bunch of logistic problems. We are trying to prevent that by coming by land and trying to procure things as local as possible.” (source)
- The Usthi Foundation is organizing an emergency convoy from Kolkata, to support people affected south of Kathmandu. Any organizations also going south of Kathmandu may wish to check with them first. (source)

COMMUNICATIONS AND POWER:

- Some of the organizations responding with services and gear to support Nepal with communications and power include
  - @ITresponse Telecommunications Cluster and its members
  - @WFP, with gear and team World Food Program
  - @Nethope_org with gear & team is spearheading Cluster meetings
  - @Ericsson Response with team and equipment
  - @Microsoft Disaster Response with services and support http://t.co/71LG4hqmTX
  - @HHI Harvard Humanitarian Initiative #KoBoToolbox,
  - @Goalzero supporting with gear
- (30 Apr) Emergency Telecommunications Cluster (ETC) meetings are taking place. The next local ETC Working Group meeting will be Friday 1st May, 10:00 local time at the Humanitarian Staging Area next to the Air Cargo Building and is hosted by Nethope. All organizations involved in ICT aspects of the response are welcome to attend.
- (30 Apr) Free data recharges for India's mobile phones: (source)
● (30 Apr) Cox Communications in US offering free digital telephone calls to Nepal through the 31st. (source)
● Broadlink Cell Tower locations in Kathmandu (source)
● Map of locations where power, light bulbs or solar lamps, and communications equipment is needed (source)
● 3 main power sub-stations in Kathmandu, partially restored by NEA with help of Power Grid Corporation of IndiaThe state-owned Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA) said it was successfully operating substations in Balaju, Lazimpat and Teku. source: and (source)
● (29 Apr) Vodafone is donating mobile wireless networks to help restore communications, which will be set up by Telecom Sans Frontieres. source

MEDICAL OVERVIEW:
● (30 Apr) Aid groups are trying to care for survivors with pre-existing conditions, like cancer or diabetes, who may need special medical attention or medication. “The impact of the earthquake has dramatically reduced the capacity of the health system to resume the delivery of health services, as well as other services such as water and sanitation,” says Jim Catampongan, an Asia-Pacific health coordinator for the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies. (source)
● (30 Apr) WHO is now stepping up aid to the outlying regions and villages, including Sindhupalchowk and Gorkha. (source)
● (29 Apr) Up to 90 % of the health facilities in Ramechapp, Nuwakot, Sindhupalchowk and Gorkha may have been severely damaged. As of today, international search and rescue (SAR) teams have rescued 14 people from the rubble. At the moment, in-country and committed SAR capacity is sufficient to cover all sites. No additional deployment is needed and all SAR teams which have not deployed yet are advised to stand down. In addition, the Government has requested that any Foreign Medical Team (FMT) that have not yet arrived to Kathmandu also to stand by. (source)

HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL TEAM UPDATES:
● (30 Apr) Latest UNOCHA snapshot of foreign medical personnel on the ground:
  ○ Israel Delegation Field Hospital, Taiwan, MoH Thailand, Mercy-Malaysia, RescueNet, Team Rubicon-USA, Bhaktivedanta Hospital & Research Institute-India, Dejavu-UAE, DPC-Italy, Medicos del Mundo-Spain, Humedica-Germany, Malteser International-Germany, Karisz USAR & medical team-Hungary, The Johanniter-Germany, Landshid-Germany, SDC-Switzerland, MSF-France, Joyce Meyer Ministries-India, Aksi Cepat Tanggap Foundation-Indonesia, KYM ASYA medical team-Turkey, Canadian Medical Assistance Team-Canada, Americas India, Christian Aid-India, TMAT-Japan, Japanese Red Cross, Reach Beyond-international, Pharmacists without Borders-Germany, NATAN-Israel, Canadian Red Cross, ASB-Germany, Hope Worldwide-USA, ANMF-USA, IMC-USA. (source)
(30 Apr) An MSF field hospital constructed from 4 inflatable tents will be erected where needs are most acute. (source); a surgical team will start supporting the hospital in Bhaktapur district; mobile clinics were dispatched to remote villages in the mountainous areas of Sindhupalchowk district. (Source)

(30 Apr) There is a developing health camp in Melamchi, Sindhupalchowk, but the need is great and supply is low. (source)

(30 Apr) Humanity First Int'l medical teams working in Kathmandu and supporting a dist. hospital in Gorkha. (Source)

(30 Apr) Qatar Red Crescent is setting up a field hospital in Kathmandu. (Source)

(30 Apr) An Airbus plane has brought relief/medical supplies in to help German NGO humedica e.V.'s ground operations. (source)

(30 Apr) Abari is building emergency shelter and sanitation facilities for the people of Dhawa and Gorkha. (source)

Medical Teams International is providing care for 5-6 counties in the Dhading district, treating victims in a mobile clinic. (source) (source)

B&B hospital and and HRDC Banepa are offering free care to all earthquake victims who require services. They have dispatched a team to Trishuli, Rasuwa area to find patients. They will be setting up more field camps in the coming days and weeks, and they have set up a tent hospital in the B&B parking lot to handle overflow. (source)

(29 Apr) Beth Isarael doctors set up a base at a hospital 30 kilometers southeast of Kathmandu. (Source)

(29 Apr) Canadian Red Cross has sent a mobile field hospital to Kathmandu (Source).

(29 Apr) A medical camp is located at Barpak, Gorkha. (source)

(29 Apr) The IDF has erected a field hospital in coordination with the local army hospital in Kathmandu. (source)

(29 Apr) Global Outreach Docs team in action at Helping Hands Hospital in Kathmandu (Source).

(29 Apr) Makeshift hospitals for all sorts of injuries in Kathmandu, Lalitpur, Bhaktapur, and Kirtipur (Source).

(29 Apr) AID English is supporting Bhaktapur hospital. (Source)

(29 Apr) Pakistan Army established a field hospital in Bakhtapur area. (Source)

(29 Apr) Indian Army is running 3 field hospitals - 2 at Lagankhel and 1 at Senamangal, as well as 2 mobile teams of specialist doctors in Nepal. (Source)

(29 Apr) Medical staff from Indian Hospital Trust are providing care and medication to residents in Bhaktapur. (Source)

(29 Apr) Save the Children has delivered aid to Sindhupalchok, Gorkha, and Kamalbinyak. (source) (source) (source)

MEDICAL NEEDS:

List of supplies, equipment, and medicines needed at B&B Hospital, Khatmandu (from hospital website -source).

(30 Apr) List of neurosurgical supplies required for a tertiary hospital. (source)
● (30 Apr) List of equipment and supplies needed for trauma and emergency surgery. (source)
● (30 Apr) List of medicines and medical supplies needed. (source)
● (30 Apr) We are desperately in need of night volunteers as 150 patients are on the way from Sindhupalchok, and most of them don't have anyone to look after them. (source)
● Sudan gurung -9841024771 9808530961
● (29 Apr) Volunteers required at Sahid Memorial Hospital, Kalanki, Kathmandu (Source)
● (29 Apr) List of medicines that are lacking in Sankhu. Anyone going there please take these. (source)
● (29 Apr) List of medical supplies needed at Tribhuvan University Teaching Hospital, Kathmandu. (Source)
● (29 Apr) ‘Gorkha District Hospital damaged in the earthquake, in-patient department is destroyed. (Source)
● (28 Apr) STRANDED #briddhim village #langtang need helicopter (Rescued) (source)

COMMUNITIES IN NEED:

Gorkha District (coordinates: 27.995649,84.628273)
● (30 Apr) In Ghorka little relief getting in. Huge logistic issues, rain etc, roads cut by mud and landslides even close to district centre. (source)

Kathmandu District:
● (30 Apr) Kirtipur (27.678720,85.272659) - 4 wards, namely Dhokasi, Chikhu, Chaap and Itagol. Itagol is the worst hit area with as many as 82 houses that have been affected. Chhap is the second worst hit area with 45/45 houses affected. Many houses have collapsed. They need volunteers who can carry out house inspections, help in rehabilitation and relocation, donate relief and accommodation. Please contact 9851134385 Bikash for the aid required in Itagol. Contact 9741012345 Ram Krishna Duwal for aid required in Chaap. And Robin Maharjan for the entire kirtipur area update 9849100794, 9818371066, 98435988580. (source)

Bhaktapur District (coordinates: 27.672793, 85.427642)
● (29 Apr) Bhaktapur (27.672222, 85.427778) - Underwear and sanitary pads needed for distribution to the tents. (source)

Nuwakot District (coordinates: 28.131100,83.892899)
● (30 Apr): No sign of rescue and relief in Samundra Devi VDC ward no.3 in Nuwakot. (source)

Rasuwa District (coordinates: 28.175714,85.461334)
(30 Apr) Goljung (28.165449,85.312088), Rasuwa and the villages of Chillime (28.217440,85.284912), Gatlang (28.158381,85.253777), and smaller villages in the area - about 400 people living there who have not received help. (source)

Sindhupalchowk District (coordinates: 27.906975,85.753395)
- (30 Apr) Sindhe of Kalthari VDC -- ward number 8 and 9, just 2 kms off Barhabishe. It is accessible via small vehicles but has received no help. There are around 1200 people in desperate need of tents or tarpaulins (trapaals), blankets, and food. They have food supplies for today only. (source)
- (30 Apr) Ground info from Sindhupalchok District - there is water supply but water purifier is needed. Helicopters equipped with medical persons is needed. Medicines are needed. Tents, sleeping mats, plastic sheets and raincoat are super crucial. Proper distribution of resources is needed. If a team is ready with resources we have a team of medical persons to leave tomorrow. Contact me 9818333596. (source)
- (30 Apr) Swarathok (27°41'11"N 85°43'24"E) has not received any aid. They need food, water, sanitation, shelter, and medical care. Children are cold and developing respiratory problems, and there are reports of burglars and robbers. (source) (source)

AID FOR ANIMALS:
- (30 Apr) Humane Society International is on the ground in Kathmandu. They are prepared with emergency veterinary supplies, vaccinations, and surgical equipment, to assist local animal welfare groups in the affected areas. (source) (source)
- (29 Apr) World Animal Protection has deployed a team of disaster veterinarians to Nepal to provide care and shelter for animals. (source) (source)
- (29 Apr) Worldwide Veterinary Services has deployed a team to Khatmandu and is preparing to move into rural areas. (source)
- (27 Apr) World Vets Disaster Response Team is on the ground rescuing and providing veterinary care for pets and livestock. (source)
- (27 Apr) Tree of Compassion has a disaster relief team on the ground in Khatmandu to help animals. (source)

OTHER RESOURCES:
- Compiled Resources for Earthquake Relief as of 4/30 - Includes report forms, hotlines, food/water/supply, blood, volunteer groups, remote volunteering, maps, supply requests, animal support, transportation, situation reports. (source)
- A list of people dead and injured in Kathmandu Valley is available. This might help in finding missing persons. (source)

End of Updates for 30 April: